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Abstract. We have evaluated the magnitude and makeup of error in cryospheric radiation observations due to small sensor

misalignment in in-situ measurements of solar irradiance. This error is examined through simulation of diffuse and direct

irradiance arriving at a detector with a cosine-response foreoptic. Emphasis is placed on assessing total error over the solar

shortwave spectrum from 250 to 4500 nm, as well as supporting investigation over other relevant shortwave spectral ranges.

The total measurement error introduced by sensor tilt is dominated by the direct component. For a typical high latitude albedo5

measurement with a solar zenith angle of 60◦, a sensor tilted by 1, 3, and 5◦ can respectively introduce up to 2.7, 8.1, and 13.5 %

error into the measured irradiance and similar errors in the derived albedo. Depending on the daily range of solar azimuth and

zenith angles, significant measurement error can persist also in integrated daily irradiance and albedo. Simulations including a

cloud layer demonstrate decreasing tilt-error with increasing cloud optical depth.

1 Introduction10

In situ observations of the albedo of snow-covered surfaces are important for a variety of purposes. As part of a manned

measurement program or campaign, they allow high spectral resolution and correlation to physical properties of the snowpack

(Aoki et al., 2000). When collected by an automatic weather station (AWS) or tower, albedo measurements contribute to

a larger suite of energy balance and/or weather observations. In addition, in situ albedo measurement campaigns are necessary

for validating remotely sensed observations of surface albedo (Stroeve et al., 1997; Liang, 2001; Klein and Stroeve, 2002;15

Stroeve et al., 2013) as well as improving and assessing results of climate models (Van Angelen et al., 2012).

The climate modeling community has previously called for an accuracy of 0.02 or better from albedo datasets used as

model input (Sellers et al., 1995). Since ground measurements should be of higher accuracy than the datasets they validate,

potential measurement errors of 0.01 or larger are significant and undesirable. Global albedo measurement may be made by two

pyranometers measuring the down- and up-welling global irradiance. This is usually the method preferred for un-manned AWSs20

in remote locations. Alternatively a pyrheliometer may be used to measure the direct component and a shaded pyranometer the

diffuse component. Combining the two gives the global irradiance. However, instruments with moving parts are generally not
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suitable at un-manned remote locations due to power limitations and lack of regular maintenance. An alternative and elegant

alternative with no moving parts does exist for simultaneous measurement of the diffuse and direct radiation components (e.g.

Long et al., 2010), but these instruments have yet to be commonly deployed.

Error sources such as shading of the surface by the sensor setup, slope of the surface, accurate calibration of the sensors, and

characterization of the sensor’s angular response function are commonly recognized and addressed (e.g., Grenfell et al., 1994;5

Perovich et al., 2002; Gardner and Sharp, 2010; Nicolaus et al., 2010). The error due to tilting of the sensor is rarely discussed.

In perhaps the most thorough uncertainty analysis of solar irradiance measurements, Bernhard and Seckmeyer (1999) estimated

that the optics of an irradiance meter may be levelled to a standard uncertainty of ±0.1◦ resulting in 0.2 % uncertainty in the

irradiance for a solar zenith angle of 60◦ and a wavelength of 400 nm. However, Stroeve et al. (2006) estimate the uncertainty

in the AWS in situ albedo to be 0.035. The AWS instruments lack levelling certainty to reliably gauge sub-diurnal albedo10

variability and in the ablation zone levelling errors up to 40◦ have been experienced. Stroeve et al. (2001) acknowledge that

“the primary source of error in the measurement of surface albedo is instrument level”. However, they do not quantify this error

for the instrument they use in their intercomparison between in situ and AVHRR derived surface albedo over Greenland. Other

errors include imperfect cosine response, frost, and reflections/shadows.

In manned campaign settings, sensors are often removed from their mounting for safe transport to and from the measurement15

site. In order to achieve level irradiance measurements, the sensors must be mounted in proper orientation quickly and firmly,

and the stand itself must be positioned and levelled with minimal disturbance to the snow pack beneath the sensors. For

permanent installations, wind and changes in surface conditions (melting snow and ice) may change the sensor orientation.

Achieving level measurement is even more difficult on a moving platform in turbulent conditions, such as a boat, ice buoy

or small aircraft. Fortunately, such platforms often maintain an excellent record of orientation which can be used to assess20

uncertainty in irradiance and albedo measurements, and when necessary correct them to some degree.

Several studies recognise the tilt-error problem and some propose strategies to correct for tilt-errors. Some of these studies

are listed in table 1. The tilt-correction methods include correction for level errors during site visits (Stroeve et al., 2001);

averaging over 24 hrs (Stroeve et al., 2013); correction of direct beam contribution to the irradiance (Van As, 2011); model

for tilt correction based on independent levelled measurements (Weiser et al., 2015); retrospective, iterative, geometry-based25

(RIGB) analysis to retrieve tilt and rotation by comparing simulations and measurements for temporal shifts (Wang et al.,

2015).

The intention of this study is to present the first thorough quantification of the potential error in irradiance measurements

from sensor orientation, considering separately the error in measured diffuse and direct irradiance, and the combined total error

in tilted sensor measurements. Our aim is to highlight the potential significance of an error term that is relatively straightforward30

to mitigate, and thus more readily achieve stated objectives of making reflectance measurements with an accuracy of better

than 0.02 in order to provide useful validation data for remote sensing platforms. The error is calculated by using a radiative

transfer model to simulate the radiance field over a surface with a spectral albedo representative for snow. The radiance field is

used together with an instrument levelling model to simulate the effect of levelling errors on measured irradiance as described

in Sect. 2. The results from the simulations are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we discuss the limitations and implications of35
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these results, as well as recommendations for addressing this large source of measurement uncertainty. Conclusions are given

in Sect. 5.

2 Methods

The surface albedo A(λ) at wavelength λ is defined as the ratio between the upwelling, E↑(λ) and downwelling, E↓(λ),

irradiances at the surface:5

A(λ) =
E↑(λ)

E↓(λ)
(1)

The global albedo Ag is defined as

Ag =

∫∞
0
E↑(λ)dλ∫∞

0
E↓(λ)dλ

, (2)

and the albedo measured by typical shortwave irradiance detectors

ASW =

∫ 2500

250
E↑(λ)dλ∫ 2500

250
E↓(λ)dλ

. (3)10

Furthermore, we calculate the UV and visible albedo by integrating between 250 and 900 nm.

Avis =

∫ 900

250
E↑(λ)dλ∫ 900

250
E↓(λ)dλ

. (4)

The daily integrated albedo is calculated following Stroeve et al. (2006)

Ai =

∑
E↑∑
E↓

, (5)

where the sum is over 24 h. Here and below we omit the λ dependence for simplicity, but, unless otherwise noted, it is implicitly15

included in all relevant quantities.

The upwelling and downwelling irradiances are defined as:

E↑ =

2π∫
0

dφ

0∫
−π/2

L(θ,φ)cosθ sinθdθ (6)

E↓h = Esur
0 cosθ0 +

2π∫
0

dφ

π/2∫
0

L(θ,φ)cosθ sinθdθ, (7)

where L(θ,φ) is the radiance for polar angle θ and azimuth angle φ and Esur
0 is the direct solar flux at the surface. The subscript20

h on E↓h indicates that the irradiance is calculated with respect to the horizontal. Equation (1) implies a levelled instrument

with perfect cosine response. For an un-levelled instrument the downwelling irradiance is

E↓t = Esur
0 cos(θ0 − θt cosφt) +

2π∫
0

dφ

π/2+∆θ∫
∆θ

L(θ,φ)cosθ sinθdθ (8)
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where ∆θ is the angle the instrument is tilted, θt = π/2 + ∆θ, and φt is the relative azimuth angle of the sensor tilt to the sun.

The subscript t thus refers to tilted quantities.

The difference between E↓h and E↓t will impact measurement of the albedo assuming negligible tilt error effect in E↑. To

assess this impact, simulations of the radiance L(θ,φ) were carried out for different solar angles and measurement geometries.

2.1 Radiative transfer model5

The uvspec program from the libradtran software package (Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Emde et al., 2015) was used to simulate

the radiance L(θ,φ). Trace gas concentrations were taken from the subarctic summer atmospheric profile (Anderson et al.,

1986). The surface was assumed to be Lambertian and a spectral surface albedo representative for pure snow was used (Wis-

combe and Warren, 1980) unless otherwise noted. For both global (250-4500 nm) and shorter (250-900 nm and 250-2500 nm)

spectral intervals the spectral resolution and dependence of trace gases were taken from the correlated-k distribution of Kato10

et al. (1999). Aerosol was not included. Clouds were included for sensitivity tests and their impact is discussed in Sect. 3.4. The

one-dimensional radiative transfer equation is solved by the DIScrete-Ordinate-method Radiative Transfer (DISORT) solver

with 32 streams in pseudospherical geometry (Stamnes et al., 1988; Buras et al., 2011; Dahlback and Stamnes, 1991). The

radiative transfer model computes both the direct and the multiple scattered diffuse radiation, L(θ,φ). In these numerical ex-

periments the angular resolution of the latter is at quarter degree resolution for both azimuth (θ) and polar (φ) angles. The15

libradtran radiative transfer model has been compared and validated against both other models and measurements. A summary

of these are given in Mayer and Kylling (2005).

2.2 Tilt calculation

The angres tool from the libradtran package was used to simulate the response of a tilted and rotated irradiance sensor. The

angres tool takes as input a radiance field (L(θ,φ)) and an angular response function representing the instruments angular20

response. The integral in Eq. (8) is then performed for the tilted and rotated response function. The sensor was rotated from 0

to 180◦ relative azimuth at 2.5◦ intervals. The rotations were performed for sensor tilts of 1, 3, and 5◦.

For all simulations the sensor angular response was modeled as a perfect cosine function, although it is well-known that real

angular responses of irradiance meters do deviate from a true cosine response (Bais et al., 1998).

The angres tool combined with output from uvspec have been succesfully compared against measurements for levelled and25

extremely tilted (90◦) sensors by Mayer and Kylling (2005, Fig. 13).

2.3 Sensitivity experiments

The simulations cover a range of solar zenith angles from noon (0◦) to near-dusk (80◦). As the majority of snow albedo

measurements are made in polar regions, focus was on solar zenith angles greater than 50◦.

Three sensitivity experiments were performed, aimed at quantifying sensitivity of the simulated error to constant surface30

albedo, and to the integrated spectral ranges. For the first experiment, the surface albedos of 0.9 and 0.2 were considered.
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For the second experiment, spectral integration was performed over wavelength bands chosen to match approximately the

calibrated response of typical visible and complete shortwave irradiance detectors, covering respectively 250 to 900 nm and

250 to 2500 nm. For the third experiment a homogeneous cloud layer with increasing optical thickness was included in the

simulations.

2.4 Analysis of sensor error5

The total error introduced by a tilted sensor is the sum of the diffuse (ηdif) and direct errors (ηdir), each modified by their

respective proportion of diffuse (Pdif) and direct (Pdir) irradiances (Pdif +Pdir = 1):

η = Pdirηdir +Pdifηdif (9)

The sensor tilt error η is defined as the proportional difference between irradiance as measured by a tilted sensor, Et, and the

true irradiance on a horizontal surface, Eh:10

η =
Et −Eh

Eh
(10)

The cosine response of a level irradiance sensor is:

R(θ)dir
h = cosθ0 (11)

while the response of a sensor tilted θt degrees at φ degrees azimuth relative to the sun is:

R(θ,φ)dir
t = cos(θ0 − θt cosφ) (12)15

This is of similar form to Eq. (4) in Grenfell et al. (1994), which describes the error in measured albedo incurred when a hori-

zontal measurement is taken over a sloping surface. The measurement error in direct irradiance, ηdir, is therefore insensitive to

wavelength and can be calculated from the three variables: solar zenith angle θ0, sensor tilt θt, and relative azimuth φ:

ηdir =
cos(θ0 − θt cosφ)− cosθ0

cosθ0
(13)

The diffuse tilt error of the sensor ηdif was calculated, rightmost term Eq. (8), by integrating the tilted sensor angular response20

function across a diffuse radiance distribution and comparing with the result for the levelled sensor, rightmost term Eq. (7).

Finally, the analysis addresses the daily integration approach for “averaging out” measurement errors due to tilted sensors

(Van den Broeke et al., 2004; Stroeve et al., 2006). Daily integrated measurements are simply the sum of irradiance measure-

ments integrated over shorter intervals, for example five minutes, over a full day. In this analysis, solar radiation was modeled

in 5 min intervals throughout the day. Irradiances for horizontal and tilted sensors were calculated for each of these solar ori-25

entations. Calculations were performed for a sensor tilted 3◦ at a fixed azimuth step, iterated around the compass to produce

a full day of irradiance measurements. The error in the daily integrated irradiance is given by:

η =

∑
Et −

∑
Eh∑

Eh
(14)

where it is summed over 24 h.
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3 Results

We first discuss the significance of the diffuse error (ηdif). Next the proportion variables (P ) are explored as functions of solar

zenith angle (θsun) as well as wavelength, including an assessment of integrated visible and global spectra. The total error

introduced by non-level sensor orientation is illustrated, in the form presented by Eq. (10). Sensitivity of modeled error to

surface albedo and cloudiness, spectral range, as well as effectiveness of daily integration in reducing error are presented in5

their own subsections.

3.1 Diffuse component of sensor error: ηdif

The diffuse error varies with sensor tilt, relative azimuth, solar zenith angle, and wavelength. The top plot in Fig. 1 illustrates

the global diffuse error ηdif for a sensor tilted 3◦ under a cloudless sky. The diffuse sensor error varies from 0.45 to 1.29 % for

a 3◦ tilt, while a tilt of 1 and 5◦ have an error range of −0.02 to 0.24 % and 1.39 to 3.07 %, respectively. For all three tilt angles,10

variability within the reported range is a function of solar zenith angle and relative azimuth, following similar trends to those

illustrated in the top plot of Fig. 1. For most modeled orientations the diffuse error component is positive. A positive diffuse

error component means that the tilted sensor reports a higher value of diffuse irradiance than a levelled sensor. Increasing tilt

or azimuth angle away from the sun results in a greater magnitude of error, while solar zenith angle has a variable affect.

3.2 Global error: incorporating Pdir and Pdif15

The proportion of direct to diffuse irradiance as viewed by the sensor is also a function of tilt, relative azimuth, solar zenith

angle, and wavelength. For all simulated cloudless cases for all solar and sensor orientations, the maximum value of the diffuse

error term Pdifηdif is 0.28 % of the true irradiance. This is substantially less than the product of the maximum Pdif and the

maximum ηdif because these two maxima do not occur at the same solar/sensor orientations and therefore have compensating

effects.20

Over the same range of solar/sensor orientations, the direct term Pdirηdir varies from 0 to 40.42 % of the true irradiance, with

maximum magnitude of error at high solar zenith angle, high tilt, and sensors pointed either directly towards or away from the

sun. The total sensor error, presented in Fig. 2, is therefore dominated by the direct term, and varies from 0 to 40.7 %.

3.3 Model sensitivity: spectral range

In order to test the spectral sensitivity of the modeled sensor error, three spectral ranges were investigated: the full solar25

spectrum (250–4500 nm), a pseudo-visible (250–900 nm) range; and a visible-infrared (250–2500 nm) range.

The diffuse error ηdif, not shown, does not vary dramatically between the simulated spectral ranges, and the direct error ηdir

is insensitive to wavelength. Therefore variations in the proportional weighting factors Pdif and Pdir are the most significant

difference between the three spectral ranges. As summarized in Table 2, the proportion of diffuse irradiance Pdif increases with

higher tilt angles and shorter wavelengths.30
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3.4 Model sensitivity: surface albedo and homogeneous cloud cover

In order to test the model sensitivity to variations in surface albedo, the global calculations in Sect. 3.3, with the clean snow

albedo from Wiscombe and Warren (1980), were repeated with constant Lambertian albedo values of 0.2 and 0.9. The mag-

nitude of the diffuse error decreases somewhat with lower albedo, but the most significant effect is once again the impact on

the diffuse and direct proportional weighting factors, as summarized in Table 3 for Pdif. With higher Pdir over a low albedo5

surface, the global sensor error ηglob is higher. The maximum error ηglob for surface albedos of 0.2, 0.9, and pure snow albedo

from Wiscombe and Warren (1980), are 42.1, 40.9, and 40.7 % respectively.

To estimate the effect of clouds on the tilt error a homogeneous cloud layer was introduced between 4 and 5 km altitude.

Both water and ice clouds were simulated.The water cloud was assumed to consist of water droplets with an effective radius

of 10.0 µm. Water cloud optical properties were taken from the parameterization of Hu and Stamnes (1993). For the ice water10

cloud simulations the parameterization of Key et al. (2002) was used and the ice particles were assumed to be solid columns.

Simulations were made for visible cloud optical depths of 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 and 100.0.

The middle and bottom plots of Figs. 1 and 2 show the global diffuse error and total sensor error, respectively, for cloud

optical depths of τ = 0.1 and τ = 1.0. The global diffuse error increases considerably when introducing an optically thin cloud

layer, compare top and middle plots of Fig. 1. When the cloud becomes optically thicker the error gets smaller, compare middle15

and bottom plots of Fig. 1. For an optically thin cloud the radiation is mostly scattered in the forward direction, thus increasing

the radiation field around the direction of the sun. As the cloud thickens, multiple scattering increases and the radiation loses

all information about its initial direction. Thus, for a cloudless sky the diffuse error is small due to the near-isotropic Rayleigh

scattering phase function. For optically thin clouds the error is large due to the strong forward scattering phase function of the

clouds, while for optically thick clouds multiple scattering becomes important and decrease the error.20

For the optically thin cloud (τ = 0.1) the direct radiation still gives the largest contribution to the total sensor error, middle

plot of Fig. 2. For the optically thicker cloud with τ = 1.0 the diffuse radiation starts to dominate and the total error gets

smaller, lower plot Fig. 2. For a cloud with optical depth larger than 10 the radiation is diffuse and the total sensor error is less

than 0.3 % for all solar zenith angles.

3.5 Daily integrated irradiance25

Error in daily integrated irradiance introduced by 3◦ sensor tilt was calculated for 6 days at Summit, Greenland, starting from

solstice and continuing to mid-October. The results are valid for observations along the latitude 72.58◦. The dates are chosen

for the progression of solar zenith at local noon, from 49◦ (solstice) through 55, 60, 70, 75, and 80◦.

As shown in Fig. 3, the potential error of the integrated measurements is highest when the sensor is tilted due north (0◦)

or due south (180◦), and falls off when the pointing angle is closer to east or west. Within one month of solstice, the highest30

potential error in measured integrated irradiance remains under 1 %. However, measurements made more than two months (red

dashed-dotted line in Fig. 3) from summer solstice by an automatic weather station tilted 3◦ due north or south show more than

5 % potential error in daily integrated irradiance.
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4 Discussion

The potential error from sensor orientation has long been recognized (e.g., Van den Broeke et al., 2004; Stroeve et al., 2005),

but methods for addressing the potential error have historically not been described in detail. The long-term instability of towers

and weather stations deployed on ice sheets is well documented (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2005, 2006; Van de Wal et al., 2005). In

validating MODIS albedo products, Stroeve et al. (2005, 2006) did not use AWS data when sensors were discovered during5

annual site visits to have levelling errors greater than 2◦ (Stroeve et al., 2005) and 3◦ (Stroeve et al., 2006); the smaller levelling

errors were addressed by using integrated daily albedo.

For realistic scenarios we have shown that the potential error in measured irradiance from a slight misalignment and levelling

of the instrument may be greater than 2 %, and in some cases, much greater. However, the error varies over a broad range with

the azimuth of the tilt, as well as variations in surface albedo and atmospheric conditions which can affect the proportions of10

diffuse and direct irradiances. This was exemplified by the study of Kreuter et al. (2014) who compared several UV and visible

spectrometer measurements at a coastal site in the Arctic with a detailed 3-D version of the radiative transfer model used in the

present study. Besides changes in drift ice, aerosol and distant high clouds, a detector tilt of about 1◦ was one of the plausible

explanations for the differences between measurements and simulations.

Small levelling errors are extremely difficult to prevent when instruments are mounted on snow and ice. Accurate in situ15

measurements of albedo are important for validation of satellite products and input for climate models. For more recent appli-

cations such as attempting to estimate concentrations of aerosols and impurities deposited in the upper layer of a snowpack, it is

critical that remaining sources of significant uncertainty are identified and addressed. Therefore, while existing measurements

may or may not include components from this error source, it does represent a significant source of uncertainty that must be

addressed for applications of albedo observations in polar regions. It is not suggested that every measurement from a sensor20

which may have been tilted is subject to the maximum potential error; nor is it even suggested that existing measurements

are too greatly influenced by this error to be useful. We do, however, recommend greater care be placed into the levelling of

measurements and feel hand leveled observations (e.g. on a hand held extension) are prone to larger errors than operators may

expect.

With a precise record of sensor orientation, the potential error of a measurement can be estimated. However, sensors for25

monitoring orientation would add complications to design and deployment, especially for short term measurements. They

are not typically integrated in the design of equipment for field campaigns, nor towers or automatic weather stations. Given

the magnitude of potential error involved and the desired accuracy of measurements, this practice should be reconsidered.

Knowledge of the sensor orientation may still not make it simple to fully correct the error unless a complete record of sky

conditions is available, including ozone absorption in the UV, optical depths of significant aerosols, and single scattering30

albedo. For scattered clouds a 3-D radiative transfer model may be needed. Due to these challenges in applying accurate

corrections, emphasis should be placed on recognizing the level of uncertainty introduced by a misaligned sensor, and taking

every step to minimize errors in alignment. It is furthermore critical to maintain a precise log of sensor orientation in order to
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quantify firm boundaries on the uncertainty of a measurement. Potential errors due to tilt problems are also reduced by making

measurements which integrate over short intervals close to noon, and for daily integrated values around summer solstice.

Any tilt correction method will depend on the information available about tilt and rotation of the instrument. Furthermore,

the tilt correction will depend on the state of the atmosphere. The need and importance of tilt correction depends on the use

of the data. Satellite validation requires cloud free data for which the tilt error is one of the major uncertainties and reaches a5

maximum. For studies including all weather data the cloudy data will be less affected by tilt errors.

In the case where no information is available about tilt or orientation and the state of the atmosphere, 24 hrs running averages

have been used by several authors, including van den Broeke et al. (2004) and Stroeve et al. (2013). While this approach may

intuitively be appealing it will miss any daily variation in the surface albedo and, as shown above, may, for example, give

errors around ±5% for sensor tilts of 3◦ for Summit, Greenland over a two month period around solstice. These shortcomings10

are largest for a cloudless sky and 24 hrs running averages may be justified under stable cloud conditions. If tilt and rotation

information is available, this may be used to correct the downwelling shortwave radiation. Using inclinometer and compass

information Van As (2011) tilt-corrected the direct component of the downwelling shortwave radiation. Wang et al. (2015)

recently presented a retrospective iterative geometry-based tilt correction method. For cloudless sky measurements the tilt

and rotation angles are estimated by finding the modelled insolation for various tilt and rotation angles that best agrees with15

the measured insolation. The estimated tilt and rotation angles may subsequently be used to correct both cloudless and cloudy

measurement data. Wang et al. (2015) show that this tilt correction method gives lower biases both for unadjusted measurements

and also for measurements tilt-adjusted using inclinometer information. This method requires no extra measurements of tilt

and orientation to be made. It may thus be used for all past radiation measurements where such information is not available.

Another tilt-correction method was presented by Weiser et al. (2015). It, however, requires data from a nearby levelled sensor,20

and as such is not applicable applicable for most long-term installations such as AWS stations.

The simulations presented here demonstrate that the impact of the tilt error is largest for cloudless skies. It is also these mea-

surement conditions that are used for satellite validation. The impact of the tilt error decreases in the presence of increasingly

optically thicker clouds. This is caused by changes in the ratio of diffuse versus global radiation. Tilt correction methods that

rely on knowledge about this ratio may benefit from the estimates of this ratio.25

AWS stations provide long term records of essential climate variables. As such, methods to correct past, present and future

data where limited ancillary information is available, is of great value. The method presented by Wang et al. (2015) may be used

for this purpose. It does require assumptions about the cloud fraction. An alternative way for estimating the cloud fraction may

be to 1) identify truly cloudless data to obtain tilt information using the RIGB method; 2) Calculate albedo for the cloudless

days; 3) For cloudy days use a method similar to Stamnes et al. (1991) to obtain estimate of cloud optical depth (and hence30

indirectly cloud fraction) Here the albedo from 2) is used; 4) Perform tilt correction for cloudy days based on tilt information

from 1) and cloud fraction from 3). For future instrument deployments it may be worthwhile also considering increasing the

time resolution of reported data, if feasible, to provide more data to the RIGB and other tilt-correction methods.
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5 Conclusions

Non-level irradiance measurements can result from a tilted or slowly shifting sensor installed over a snow surface or a rapidly

shifting sensor mounted on a mobile platform. We have evaluated the error in irradiance measurements and corresponding

albedo estimates due to sensor tilt, with a focus on high latitudes. For a cloudless sky the diffuse, ηdif, error due to the diffuse

irradiance is of minimal importance as it is consistently low, varying between -0.02 and 3.07 % for all simulated geometries5

and model parameters. The total diffuse error term is reduced to 0.28 % due to the proportion of diffuse and direct radiation,

Pdif. By contrast the direct error, ηdir, varies from 0 to 50 %, reduced by direct proportion Pdir to a maximum 40.42 %. The

simplest method for estimating sensor error is therefore Pdirηdir, which deviates less than 0.28 % from the total sensor error for

a clear polar atmosphere. The direct error ηdir can be calculated directly using Eq. (5) when the sensor and solar geometries are

known, but Pdir must be measured or modeled.10

The total error in irradiance and hence albedo measurements due to tilt errors, increases with increasing solar zenith angles.

For a solar zenith angle of 60◦, a sensor tilt of 1, 3, and 5◦ can introduce up to 2.7, 8.1, and 13.5 % error respectively, in the

measured irradiance and derived albedo. The corresponding numbers for a solar zenith angle of 70◦ are 4.2, 12.6 and 20.9 %.

Integrating measurements over the day decreases these numbers to a maximum of about ±4 % (11 %) for a tilt of 3◦ and solar

zenith angle at noon of 60◦ (70◦).15

Simulations including a cloud layer demonstrate that the tilt-error decreases with increasing cloud optical depth. For solar

zenith angles above about 60◦ the use of a cloudless correction may overestimate the correction when the sky has a optically

thin cloud layer (haze). Hence, knowledge about the presence of thin clouds may improve cloud correction methods under

these sky conditions. For optically thick clouds the correction is negligible.

The present results demonstrate that tilt information and/or tilt correction methods are needed in order to improve the surface20

irradiance and albedo datasets used in climate studies and to validate satellite retrievals. Tilt information would make it possible

to determine an upper bound for the measurement uncertainty due tilt error. Such uncertainty estimates due to tilt error should

be included in the uncertainty estimates of the measured quantity.

The measurements made by the AWS stations are extremely important to follow the changing climate. As such increased

understanding of the importance and quantification of the tilt error is warranted. Thus, a dedicated validation study for various25

tilt angles under a high sun and high albedo is warranted. Such a study should also include the testing and validation of

tilt-correction methods.
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Table 1. Examples of tilt-correction strategies.

Reference Instrument Tilt-correction Comments

Long et al. (2010) SPN1 Use measured diffuse

and direct radiation

Oerlemans and Klok (2002) AWS No correction Tilt assumed to be

parallel to surface

Stroeve et al. (2001) AWS Correct level error

during site visits

Stroeve et al. (2013) AWS 24 hr mean Miss daily albedo variability

Van As (2011) AWS Direct beam

Van den Broeke et al. (2004) AWS 24 hr mean Miss daily albedo variability

Weiser et al. (2015) AWS+BSRN Model and Requires additional

measurement based levelled instrument.

Wang et al. (2015) AWS Geometry-based

AWS: Automated Weather Station. BSRN: Baseline Surface Radiation Network. SPN1: Total/diffuse radiometer

Table 2. The diffuse proportion (Pdif) of global irradiance. Variability within the ranges presented is a function of sensor pointing azimuth as

well as solar zenith angle. The simulations test a range of solar zenith angles from noon (0◦) to near-dusk (80◦), simulated in 5◦ steps.

Tilt [250 to 4500nm] [250 to 2500nm] [250 to 900nm]

1◦ 8.2–19.4 % 8.4–19.7 % 11.9–27.9 %

3◦ 8.3–23.7 % 8.5–24.1 % 12.0–33.1 %

5◦ 8.4–30.5 % 8.5–30.9 % 12.1–41.3 %

Wang, W., Zender, C. S., van As, D., Smeets, P. C. J. P., and van den Broeke, M. R.: A Retrospective, Iterative, Geometry-Based (RIGB)

tilt correction method for radiation observed by Automatic Weather Stations on snow-covered surfaces: application to Greenland, The

Cryosphere Discussions, 9, 6025–6060, doi:10.5194/tcd-9-6025-2015, http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/9/6025/2015/, 2015.

Weiser, U., Olefs, M., Schöner, W., Weyss, G., and Hynek, B.: Correction of albedo measurements due to unknown geometry, The Cryosphere

Discussions, 9, 2709–2744, doi:10.5194/tcd-9-2709-2015, http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/9/2709/2015/, 2015.5

Wiscombe, W. J. and Warren, S. G.: A model for the spectral albedo of snow. I: Pure snow, J. Atmos. Sci., 37, 2712–2733, 1980.
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Table 3. Diffuse proportion (Pdif) for different surface albedos. The results are for the global [250 to 4500nm], spectral range. Variability

within the ranges presented is a function of sensor pointing azimuth as well as solar zenith angle.

Tilt Wiscombe and Warren (1980) constant albedo constant albedo

clean snow 0.9 0.2

1◦ 8.2–19.4 % 7.8–19.0 % 4.1–16.0 %

3◦ 8.3–23.7 % 7.8–23.2 % 4.1–19.6 %

5◦ 8.4–30.5 % 7.9–30.0 % 4.2–25.6 %
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Figure 1. Simulated error in global diffuse irradiance, ηdif, for a cosine-response irradiance sensor tilted 3◦. A cloudless (top) and two cloudy

cases are shown. In the middle and bottom plots solid (dotted) lines are liquid (ice) water cloud results. Note different scale on y-axes.
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Figure 2. Total sensor error, η Eq. (9), for the full solar shortwave spectrum (global), for a sensor tilted directly toward the sun. The same sky

conditions are shown as in Fig. 1: cloudless (top) and two cloudy cases. In the middle and bottom plots solid (dotted) lines are liquid (ice)

water cloud results. The grey shaded area begins at 49◦, representing the lowest observable solar zenith angle at Summit Station, Greenland

(Latitude 72.58◦).
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Figure 3. Error in daily integrated irradiance, Eq. (14), plotted against sensor tilt azimuth. Dates are chosen to show a local noon solar zenith

angle of 49◦ (solstice), 55, 60, 70, 75, and 80◦ respectively, reading down the legend.
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